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Apologies for the lack of updates,other than what needed to do to have this pack up and running, but I have been pretty busy the last month, and going through my
old forum posts, I have a lot of getting this repack started and finished up. Thank you for your patience, and I hope you enjoy. If you did, and enjoyed this repack,
then please leave a like! Thank you, KaOsKrew. The first step for this repack, is first for this repack, with the release of for this repack, you now can customize
your Battle tiering, and all DLC's that are included in the repack. This includes the game for PC [PC]. The specs to run the repack are: Windows 7/8/10, Intel Core
2 Quad CPU, 3.2 Ghz CPU, 4 GB RAM, ATI or Nvidia, recommended a Quad Core Processor, 8 GB RAM, for OS X /, Windows Vista and Server 2008, AMD Athlon
Dual Core 2 Quad processor, 2.4 Ghz CPU, 4 GB RAM, Nvidia Geforce 8800 GTX, 8 GB RAM, and for Linux, Ubuntu 18.04.1, Intel Core 2 Quad processor, 3.2 Ghz
CPU, 4 GB RAM, ATI Radeon HD4890, 8 GB RAM, and for Linux, Ubuntu 14.04, Intel Core 2 Quad processor, 2.4 Ghz CPU, 4 GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce 7300 GTX,
8 GB RAM. The repack adds PVE Battles, and the PVE City Battles, as well as challenges you can do with Random Battles. Last, but not least, is the various DLC's
of this repack [The Lonely and the Brave 2's, the map pack, etc..] Includes the Superior/Ulterium Battle and all DLC's. With all this included, you can customize
everything with the menu, and then you can start on the battle, in addition you can unlock the events with the [Little Princess] DLC, as well as [Death by a 1000
Papercuts] with the DLC. [Hard 1] DLC and [Hard 2] DLC. I have a video, showing you a walk through, and you can also see and read the help file, along with
some FAQ's I have done, there is
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